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Report suspicious activity to your local security official.

Be Alert!  Be Aware!  

Sensitizing Facility Employees to 
Counterintelligence Concerns

This course is tailored toward FSOs. It provides 
guidance for educating facility personnel and 
enhances the FSO’s understanding of the threats 
their facility and its employees may encounter.  

The course emphasizes the importance in 
understanding how key employee groups may 
be targeted, what their vulnerabilities are, and 
the types of contacts they may experience so 
the FSO can better protect them. It identifies 
ways FSOs can promote employee awareness 
and reporting.  

Students will gain an increased awareness of 
common foreign intelligence entity collection 
methods and understand the importance of 
making timely reports of suspicious activities.

The training takes approximately 30 minutes to 
complete.

The Relationship between 
Counterintelligence and Security

This course is tailored toward FSOs and 
emphasizes the complementary relationship 
between CI and security. CI is an essential 
part of a comprehensive security program.  
The course explains how a properly integrated 
security program can ensure your facility and 
its information and technology are as secure 
as possible.

The course outlines the FSO’s key security and 
CI responsibilities, explains how to integrate CI 
into an existing security program, and outlines 
elements of a successful CI program.  

Counterintelligence 
Training for Industry

How to Access:  All courses are available 
on the DSS Center for Development of 
Security Excellence webpage: www.cdse.
edu/catalog/counterintelligence.html 

The training takes approximately 30 minutes to 
complete.

Protecting Your Facility’s Technology

This course is tailored toward FSOs. It provides 
the FSO guidance for identifying the types of 
technology an adversary could exploit at the 
FSO’s facility. FSOs will be equipped with the 
functional knowledge of how to identify and 
prioritize the critical information, determine 
the threat, and make sound security decisions 
based on a risk assessment.

The course will walk the FSOs through a risk 
assessment and the resources they should seek 
out to conduct one. It will also assist the FSO in 
identifying the assets, threats, and vulnerabilities 
of their facility’s technology.

The training takes approximately 45 minutes to 
complete.

Thwarting the Enemy: Counterintelligence 
and Threat Awareness Information to the 
Defense Industrial Base

This course sensitizes employees to potential 
threats directed against U.S. technology 
through a series of real world scenarios. The 
scenario-based course walks students through 
multiple examples of foreign collection attempts 
and identifies the appropriate responses and 
when to report. It highlights major collection 
methods and reinforces the employee’s role 
in protecting cleared contractor facilities and 
critical technology. 

The training takes approximately 30 minutes to 
complete.  



The course will promote awareness of potential 
cyber threats, improve recognition of subtle 
cyber attacks, promote familiarity with 
effective countermeasures, and emphasize 
the need to report possible cyber intrusions.

The training takes approximately 30 minutes to 
complete.  

Integrating CI and Threat Awareness into 
Your Security Program

This course provides a thorough understanding 
of how CI and threat awareness are essential 
components of a comprehensive security 
program. 

The course provides an overview of industry 
security program elements. This includes 
identifying the purpose of a CI and threat 
awareness program; identifying CI and threat 
awareness policies; identifying common 
security risks and countermeasures; recognizing 
types of information most likely to be targeted; 
identifying types of information that should be 
reported; and reporting procedures. It also 
provides several threat information sources to 
assist in enhancing security programs.

The training takes approximately 1.5 hours to 
complete.

requirements of Department of Defense 
Directive 5240.06, “Counterintelligence 
Awareness of Reporting”, this course will meet 
the requirements of that directive. 

The training takes approximately 60 minutes to 
complete.

Insider Threat Awareness

This course provides a thorough understanding 
of how insider threat awareness is an essential 
component of a comprehensive security 
program and promotes the reporting of 
suspicious activities observed within the 
workplace.

The course teaches the common indicators 
that can signify an insider threat and promotes 
a proactive approach to reporting suspicious 
activities.

The training takes approximately 30 minutes to 
complete.  

Cyber Security Awareness: A Cyber 
Security Awareness Course from the 
Defense Security Service

This course improves awareness of cyber threats 
affecting cleared contractor personnel.

The Defense Security Service (DSS) offers 
several web-based counterintelligence (CI) 
and threat awareness courses available for 
cleared contractor employees.  

Individually, these courses are designed to 
help cleared employees recognize potential 
threats and emphasize National Industrial 
Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM) 
reporting requirements.

Taken together, the courses are part of a larger 
CI curriculum for facility security officers (FSOs).

While these courses are not required, DSS 
encourages FSOs to use these free training 
opportunities to enhance cleared employee 
security awareness and improve existing 
security programs through more thorough 
integration of CI.

Counterintelligence Awareness and 
Reporting Course for Department of 
Defense Employees

This course sensitizes students to foreign 
intelligence collection goals and methods. It 
describes key indicators for potential insider 
threats, how to respond if you have been 
solicited for information or observed suspicious 
activities, and outlines what should be reported 
and how to report. Students will go through 
multiple case studies outlining recent espionage 
cases that have played out in the media.

Of interest to those contractor personnel 
who must meet the initial and annual training 
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